Instantly set up the frequency band and SWR of your MP1 SuperStick Portable Vertical or DP1 SuperPole. This heavy-duty flexible polymer frequency guide takes the guesswork out of tuning up the SuperSlider coil. Change bands fast and QSY easily for ultimate frequency agility. Just hold the scale against the SuperSlider coil and adjust it to the desired operating frequency or meter band. Your favorite active operating frequencies and nets can also be marked on the back surface. Another unique patent pending innovation only available from SuperAntenna.

Field-Markable Surface for Nets and Active Operating Frequencies

Set Meter Band or MHz frequency

Heavy Duty Waterproof Polymer

Color Coded for 60m and 80m Band Optional SuperCoils

Model: FG1
Size: 10” x 3” x 0.1”
(25 x 8 x 0.1 cm)

(antenna not included)